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December 6, 2010 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
The Honorable Felix P. Camacho 
Governor of Guam 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR OF GUAM  
Hagåtña, Guam 96910 
 

RE: Bill 54-30(COR) (As substituted by the Committee on 
Economic Development, Health & Human Services, and 
Judiciary, and further substituted and amended on the Floor): 
AN ACT TO ADD A NEW § 3218.1 TO CHAPTER 3, 
ARTICLE 2 OF TITLE 10, GUAM CODE ANNOTATED, 
RELATIVE TO ESTABLISHING THE INFORMED 
CONSENT REQUIREMENT FOR A WOMAN 
CONSIDERING AN ABORTION 
 

 
Dear Governor Camacho, 
 

I am writing you on behalf of the Esperansa Project (“Esperansa”) to express Esperansa’s 
strong opposition to Bill 54-30(COR) (As substituted by the Committee on Economic 
Development, Health & Human Services, and Judiciary, and further substituted and amended on 
the Floor) (“Substitute Bill 54”) and to respectfully request that you exercise your power as 
governor to veto it.  
 

Perhaps the best way to understand our opposition to Substitute Bill 54 is to first explain 
the purpose and intent of the original version of Bill 54 (“Original Bill 54”) which was 
introduced to the Legislature on February 2, 2009.  The Original Bill 54 was based upon a model 
“informed consent” law used by other jurisdictions in the States as the template for their 
“informed consent” legislation.  As such, the Original Bill 54 was substantially similar in form, 
and identical in purpose, to many of the “informed consent” laws enacted throughout the U.S.   
 

The purpose of Original Bill 54 was to ensure that on Guam a woman’s decision to 
undergo an abortion is always fully informed.  In particular, the Original Bill 54 required 
abortion providers on Guam or their agents to provide women considering an abortion: i) 
information regarding both the medical risks associated with the abortion procedure and carrying 
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the child to term, ii) medically accurate information regarding the nature – including the 
anatomical and physical characteristics – of the unborn child, iii) information regarding the 
mother’s legal rights (such as the right to receive financial support from the father), alternatives 
to abortion (such as adoption), and available public and private assistance, prior to undergoing 
the abortion procedure.   

 
It is a well documented fact that some women who undergo an abortion are unaware of 

their legal rights to paternal support, or alternatives to abortion, or that abortion involves the 
killing of a human being; and, in fact, that abortions – even early stage surgical abortions – kill 
human beings with discernibly human features.  Moreover, it is equally a matter of fact, that 
some of these same women, upon discovering the truth regarding the nature of the unborn life 
killed during the abortion procedure, not only come to deeply regret their decision to abort, but 
also suffer serious, sometimes devastating, psychological trauma as a result thereof.  
Accordingly, the purpose of the Original Bill 54 was to ensure that women on Guam are fully 
informed prior to undergoing an abortion in order to reduce the risk that they later discover, with 
devastating psychological effect, the true nature of abortion.1  

 
 Substitute Bill 54, on the other hand, deleted nearly all of the informational requirements 
set forth in the Original Bill 54, including all of the informational requirements which would 
inform a woman’s decision whether to undergo an abortion.  In particular, Substitute Bill 54 
deleted:  
 
1. The requirement that the abortion provider provide women contemplating abortion: 
 

a. Medically accurate information that a reasonable patient would consider 
material to the decision of whether or not to undergo the abortion, 
including (a) a description of the proposed abortion method; (b) the 
immediate and long-term medical risks associated with the proposed 
abortion method including, but not limited to, the risks of infection, 

                                                 
1 The risk to a woman’s psychological well-being arising from an uninformed decision to undergo an abortion was 
recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court in the 1992 case, Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. 
Casey, which established the constitutionality of “informed consent” laws.  In finding that states have a legitimate 
interest in ensuring that women who undergo abortions are provided medically accurate information about the nature 
of the unborn child, the Court wrote:  
 

Nor can it be doubted that most women considering an abortion would deem the impact on the 
fetus relevant, if not dispositive, to the decision. In attempting to ensure that a woman apprehend 
the full consequences of her decision, the State furthers the legitimate purpose of reducing the risk 
that a woman may elect an abortion, only to discover later, with devastating psychological 
consequences, that her decision was not fully informed. 

 
Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 882 (1992) 
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hemorrhage, cervical or uterine perforation, danger to subsequent 
pregnancies; and (c) alternatives to the abortion; 

 
b. The probable gestational age of the unborn child at the time the abortion is 

to be performed; 
 
c. The probable anatomical and physiological characteristics of the unborn 

child at the time the abortion is to be performed. 
 

2.  The requirement that the abortion provider inform women contemplating abortion, that: 
 
a Medical assistance benefits may be available for prenatal care, childbirth, 

and neonatal care and that more detailed information on the availability of 
such assistance is contained in the printed materials and informational 
video given to her and described in Subsection (c). 

 
b  The printed materials and informational video in Subsection (c) describe 

the unborn child and list agencies that offer alternatives to abortion. 
 
c  The father of the unborn child is liable to assist in the support of this child, 

even in instances where he has offered to pay for the abortion.  
 

In addition to these provisions, Substitute Bill 54 deleted an entire subsection that detailed the 
nature of the informational materials that abortion providers would be required to provide 
women prior to performing an abortion.  All told, Substitute Bill 54 deleted nearly 90% of the 
informed consent section as set forth in the Original Bill 54.  To put it bluntly, Substitute Bill 54 
is a farce.   
 
 It is very important to note the strategy employed by the senators of the democratic 
majority (collectively, the “Democratic Majority”) here.  They could have easily voted down the 
Original Bill 54.  That they did not, and instead passed a meaningless bill under the same 
moniker, indicates that they recognize that their strident support for abortion probably does not 
comport with the views of the majority of the people of Guam.  Thus, Substitute Bill 54 should 
be vetoed not merely because it utterly fails to provide women on Guam any information 
whatsoever that would inform their decision with respect to undergoing an abortion, but also 
because the Democratic Majority should not be permitted to foist this deceit on the people of 
Guam.   
 
 It is also important to note certain telling particularities of Substitute Bill 54.  Although 
the Democratic Majority deleted nearly all of the informational requirements set forth in Original 
Bill 54, under Substitute Bill 54, an abortion provider or his agent must nevertheless meet with a 
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woman contemplating an abortion at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled abortion.  Thus, we 
know that the Democratic Majority did not view Original Bill 54’s pre-abortion meeting 
requirement as objectionable per se.  Instead, we can accurately deduce that it was the nature of 
the information that the Original Bill 54 would have required abortion providers to provide 
women which the Democratic Majority, in particular, objected to.  The bottom line, then, is this: 
the Democratic Majority simply does not the women of Guam to be informed about their legal 
rights, or alternatives to abortion, or the true nature of the unborn child that they carry.  For the 
Democratic Majority, it is perfectly permissible for women to attend statutorily mandated pre-
abortion counseling, so long as the women are not provided any information during the 
counseling. 
 

The Democratic Majority does not want women to know medically accurate information 
regarding their unborn children because they know that once confronted with that information, 
some women will decide not to have an abortion.  This begs the question, is the Democratic 
Majority merely “pro-choice” or something even more sinister?  Perhaps “choice” is not good 
enough for the Democratic Majority; at least, not if it is an informed choice.  Perhaps, instead, 
the Democratic Majority is simply determined that Guam remain a charnel house for the unborn.  
In support of this view is the fact that the Democratic Majority does not even want the women of 
Guam to know their legal rights (including right to paternal support) prior to undergoing an 
abortion.  The Democratic Majority wants to keep the women of Guam in the dark with respect 
to information that even a pro-abortion majority of the U.S. Supreme Court called “relevant…to 
the decision” as to whether to have an abortion. Casey, 505 U.S. at 882.  The Democratic 
Majority must be called to account for this.  Substitute Bill 54 must be revealed for what it is and 
along with it the Democratic Majority. 

 
 Given that the Democrats will carry their majority into the next Legislature, it will 
require a substantial and sustained grassroots effort if there is to be any chance of enacting an 
authentic “informed consent” law within the next two years.  The first step toward that end is to 
veto Substitute Bill 54 and thereby reveal it as ultimately a pro-abortion bill and to expose the 
Democratic Majority for the strident supporters of abortion that they are. 

 
Based on the foregoing we again respectfully request that you veto Substitute Bill 54.  If 

you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
       THE ESPERANSA PROJECT 
 
                 /s/ 
 

     Marjorie DeBenedictis, M.D.  
 


